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"Cktoberfest Is Coming"

Preparations Almost Complete For 'Big Weekend'
in......

,.«i iniii*

Q - Why aren't there more lefthanded desks in the classrooms?
It's very uncomfortable for a lefthander to have to lean her notebook on her lap whereas a righthander has a desk to lean on." KM
A - According to Col. B. B.
Abrams, Director of the Physical
Plant, "It is estimated that two
(2) to five (5) per cent of any
given population is constituted by
left-handed persons. A census
has not been taken at Longwood
College to determine the dextral
and sinistral count of the student
body. However, there are some
left-handed desks in academic
buildings. A check of Stevens Science Hall revealed that twenty
(20) per cent of the desks in the
chemistry lecture rooms are
left-handed. None of the seats in
.leffers Auditorium are lefthanded. If a student has a problem involving a need for lefthanded desks, it is suggested that
this be made known to a member
of the faculty, an academic department chairman, the Dean of
the College or one of his assistants so that steps can be taken
to provide the needed equipment
at the desired location."
Q - I would like to know if it is
possible to put change making
machines in the dorms (especially in the high rise dorms where
the downtown area and information office is too far to walk at
night). In my opinion, this would
be a very good investment for the
college.
K.J.
EDITOR'S NOTE. For an answer to this and related questions
concerning vending machines on
campus, please refer to the article on page one of tonight's ROTUNDA.

Is
Real
CHI

By ELLEN CASSADA
main event on campus.
Oktoberfest weekend is only
During the following years,
two days away and Geist, clubs,
a
number of changes were made
classes, and sororities have been
in the Circus format. In 1935,
hard at work tying up loose ends
it was first held in October, and
in the preparations.
also in the '30's, Alpha Kappa
A little bit of Germany will
envelop Longwood with the be- Gamma, a national leadership
fraternity on campus, assumed
ginning of the weekend. Oktoberresponsibility for its organizafest marks a reunion of alumnae
tion. Students were chosen for the
and students and a reestablishhonored positions of Ringmastment of the Longwood cooperter, animal trainer, and carniation and fellowship. Exhibitions
val chariman for their intellecof spirit, incorporated with class
tual ability, leadership, and
and color competitions should
help to unite the friendship bond spirit.
In the late 1940's the Carnival
between students old, new, and
began to have guiding themes,
yet to come.
such as "Mardi Gras,"and"Gay
Skits will be presented FriNineties," and was expanded to
day night at 7-.30 p.m. and again
two days. The entire affair, with
on Saturday night when judging the exception of skits, was held
will take place. The parade is
outside, and a parade through
scheduled for 11:15 a.m. Saturday Farmville was added to the list
followed by the midway at 2:00
of activities. Usherettes were
p. m. After the skits have been
chosen from each class in 1950
judged, cake cutting will begin.
Alumnae Chi will walk after the to assist the Ringmaster and
Barker in conducting the weekcake cutting.
end activities.
History
In 1966 a major revision was
In 1927 the carnival, now de- made in the annual festival. Memscribed as "... a real, sure bers of Alpha Kappa Gamma,
enough Circus with side shows, Dean Wilson, Dr. Frances Brown,
freaks, animals, clowns, ring and Dr. Carolyn Wells founded
performances, circus food, trin- an honorary campus organizakets, and continuous music (pro- tion whose purpose it was to
vided by the Hampden-Sydney "recognize and encourage leadorchestra)," was listed as a ership, promote college loyalty,

OKTOBERFEST draws many students, as well as family and
friends. A favorite attraction is the midway, pictured here.

preserve ideals and traditions
of the College, and to foster high
ideals of service and scholarship," The newly formed organization was Geist, named after the
German word for spirit and imagination. Geist assumed responsibility for the Circus Week end,
which was now re-named "Geist
Festival"
In 1968, Oktoberfest, a traditional German festival celebrated

in October, was announced as the
new theme.
With the elaborate skits and
the all-around more professional
atmosphere, Oktoberfest promises to be the highlight of the
year. Longwood Ingenuity and
hard work mixed with a lot of
spirit and fun will combine the
green and red spirits to make a
great blue and white weekend tor
all to come, see and enjoy.

The Saga Of Campus Vending Machines:
Once A Rip-Off Always A Rip-Off?

PROBLEMS with vending machines range from lack of selection to loss of money.

The variety of complaints and
suggestions about the campus
vending machines received each
year would seem to warrant a
need for action in certain related
areas, such as the installation
of more machines, and possibly
the installation of change making
machines.
However, there are a number
of problems related to the "vending machine problem" on campus
which it is felt students do not

understand.
There are paproximately 40
vending machines on campus
which are furnished by the Lynchburg Coca-Cola Bottling company
These number of machines comprise an investment for the company of about $50,000. Each new
machine installation must carry
with it a guarantee that it will
be profitable for the company.
If a machine is not profitable,
then it is removed.

Requests have been turned in
especially concerning the drink
machines. Many people prefer
bottled or canned drinks as
opposed to cup drinks. Several
problems are presented if such
systems are used. A problem
arises in the disposal of the drink
cans and bottles. This situation
creates an increase in the physical disposal, and also many times
cans and bottles may be discarded in the buildings and on the
grounds instead of in trash containers. The drink company would
be required to charge 20? per
bottled or canned drink to balance
their investment. Kach bottle
costs the company 5? while the
cup costs 1?.
The Coca-Cola Company states
that their margin of profit would
be reduced 7!7, if machines vending bottles and cans were used.
Several reasons contribute to this
decreased profit. A cup machine
can supply 1,000 drinks whereas
a bottle machine supplies only
226 drinks. This condition would
require more frequent trips by
the service man and would ultimately necessitate an increase
in salary.
Suggestions have also been
made as to the installations of
more machines such as sandwich
machines and ice cream machines. If the machines are prof-

itable, there is not available
space or electrical service to
supply the machines. If a machine was installed in one dormitory, it would be only equally
fair to install them in all dormitories. Also, the town of Farmville has recently passed a tax
on vending machines which was
effective on January 1, l'J72.The
machines are taxed according
to their content following this
scale.
(1) A tax of $20.00 a year is
charged for all juke-box.:,.
(2) Taxes on other vending
machines are gel up as foil
Contents amounting 10? to 14?,
ttM tax will be $10.00 per year
per machine,
Contents amounting 15? to 19?,
the tax will be $15.00 per year.
Contents amounting 20? to 34?,
the tax will be $25.00 per year.
Contents amounting 35? to 59?,
the tax will be $35.00 per year.
If any machine contains a combination of the various prices,
the highest bracket of tax is
paid.
This tax set up by Farmville
lias to be paid by the Bottling
Company which would further reduce the company's profit ..
In addition to food machines,
requests for charge machines
have been received. If such ma(Continued on Page 8)
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Beyond Cynicism
And Idealism
It's "that time Of year again," and with the traditional realm of Oktoberfest hoopla less than two
days away, a rather timely examination of Longwood's "big weekend" is in order.
Oktoberfest weekend is called many things by
many people, from a waste of time in candyland to
an outstanding demonstration of cooperation and
spirited competition which convey Longwood's own
unique brand of friendship, referred to as "Blue
and White Love." Oktoberfest is neither of these
things.
For those who have worked on the skits, floats,
booths, the parade, and all the other things which go
into the actual construction and production, Oktoberfest has provided a chance to work together, to
meet new people, and to share in the common satisfaction of having contributed something -no matter
how small - to others and to the college.
However, working together is no hand-clasping,
mutual back-scratching experience. It's frustration,
as well as satisfaction, failure as well as achievement, and often means the 'little man' behind the
scenes isn't getting full credit for the work carried
out. There are those who place too much importance
on competition, developing the "won/lost syndrome," or an antagonistic attitude of poor sportsmanship.
But on the other hand, Oktoberfest is not an
easily titled display of Longwood's pervading
Never-Never Land atmosphere, nor is it simply another means of attracting undue attention to the junior high school antics of those who choose to participate
Beyond cynicism and idealism, lies the reality
of hard work in acooperativeeffort, however it may
be interpreted
If nothing else, Oktoberfest provides a chance
to put your shoulder to the wheel, or at least to
appreciate the efforts of those who have.
As preparations near their end, dress rehearsals give way to "the 'real' thing," and parents,
families, friends and dates descend on the campus,
let's forget the lack of sophistication or the importance 01 showing colors, and keep in mind the
spirit of Oktoberfest as it should be - a chance to
simply enjoy yourself.
D.A.B.

Commentary

Longwood: A Stronghold
For Male Chauvinism?
By JANE BLOODWORTH
During a heated debate in
Psychology class, one girl on
the front row kept insisting that
she enjoyed having dates open
doors and light cigarettes for
her. "It makes me feel so protected,' ' she said.
The sophomore, discussing a
recent election with a friend,
said that she hoped she had
voted for the same candidates
her father has. "I don't know if
I remembered everyone he told
me to vote for or not," she said.
Are Longwood Ladies as unliberated as these remarks would
seem to indicate? As ironical as
it may seem, can an all-girl's
school really be the last stronghold on male chauvinism?
Potential Longwood students
are often told that, at Longwood,
they will have more opportunity

Course In Women
Dear Editor:
With your permission I'd like
to point out that we do have at
least one course about women
at Longwood. I refer to my own
course in the Southern women
writers, English 422. While it's
true that I designed the course
because Katherine Anne Porter,
PtO
Eudora Welty, Flannery O'Connor, and others often get lost in
the
shadows of such figures as
m
Faulkner,
it's only fair to say
BUSINESS MANAGER
EDITOR
that I teach their works because
Barbara Smith
they are writers of the first
Debbie Bastek
importance and not because they
\_
CIRCULATION
ASST. EDITOR
are
women. That's as close as I
Julie Mann
f
Janet L. Tennyson
can come to a course in "WoKaren Moreno
men" - but then I don't have
MANAGING EDITOR
one in "Men" either.
ADVERTISING
Betsy Nutter
A brief look at the college
Sharon Sapp
catalog
will show that other
FEATURE EDITOR
Beryl Dixon
courses in the English departBorbcra Radford
ment place emphasis on importARTIST
ant
women writers — and by the
Becky Truxell
. _mm.
.2 way, as many of these courses
are taught by women as are
Reporters
taught by men. I seriously hope
that no student taking courses
Jane Bloodworth Ellen Cassada, Gena
from our department - or for
Loughncy, Judith Moffirt, Beth Rafrerty, Kathy
that matter, no student at LongMiller, Brooke Dickerman, Karen Foster, Bertie.
wood - is under the "control"
Bass, Amy Shifflcrt, Clare Baxter, Susan Wooldridgc.
of either men or women. (Anyone who considers herself under
my control is hereby set free.)
I'uhlishrd weekly during (he college year eicept during holidays »nd eismins
Even more seriously, I hope
tion periods by the Undent! of Longwood College. Farmvllle. Virginia.
Represented (or national advertising by National Education Advertising Serwe don't overlook the fact that
vice!. Inc. Printed by the Farmvllle Herald
consciousness of woman's role
All letteri to the editor and article* aaat b* turned In to THE ROTUNDA
is not new at the college (when
office b> Friday night preceedlng the Wednesday they ar* to be publlihed
Eicrption* will be determined by th* editor
one has just discovered someOpinion! eipressed arc those of the weekly editorial board and lit columnteu
thing it's hard to endure the beand do not necessarily reflect th* views of the student body or the admlnlstralief that anyone else is aware

THE ROTUNDA
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for leadership than at a co-od
school. That girls would actually
select it for this reason seems
to say something about them.
They feel that they are not capable of competing with men for
student government positions, in
various activities, and for academic honors.
So, at Longwood girls have all
the opportunity they want to "do
something, and become involved." Yet what they become involved in seems to always be
social or religious activities, or
social services, which are traditionally women-oriented anyway.
Meanwhile, "The Artist Series"
and the "Visiting Scholar Program" suffers from lack of
participation, and Oktoberfest
overshadows whatever political
activity, in preparation for governmental elections, might be on
campus.
And, although girls are pre-

paring for a career here, there
sometimes seems to be a lack
of interest in that, also. Professors fall into straight lecture
after futile attempts to arouse
any response from the class. And
"rap sessions" always seem to
dwell more on dating and clothes
than on elementary education.
Yet, there seems to be no lack
of candlelights and bridal showers, indicating that Longwood
students are still very interested in marriage.
It is, of course, natural to be
interested in things which affect
girls exclusively as girls. And
everyone's life must have a
lighter side, few would even want
to be totally politically and academically minded. But if Longwood students want to be treated
as thoughtful, responsible citizens, could it hurt if they acted
the role and less like fluffy, antebellum southern belles?

of it). As evidence of recent
concern with the status of women, I could mention the fine
production of MEDEA and the
appearance of the feminist poet,
Erica Jong.
Yours faithfully,
Quentin Vest
Assistant Prof, of English

I love to hear the college bells
toll on the hour, or get up early
in the morning when the world
is at peace with itself. I'm glad
that I found Longwood, and glad
that it found me.
Eva Baird

Freshmen And
Longwood Again
To the Editor:
As a freshman I would like to
tell you how happy I am here at
Longwood. I was very timid and
reluctant at first - maybe even
scared. I had doubts and misgivings. What would my classes
be like? My professors? Would
it really be as hard as I'd heard?
Would I have to read volumes
every night? Would I live in the
library? Would they talk over my
head? Would my swimming class
swim a mile at the beginning of
class to warm up? Would I have
to write three term papers, eight
themes, give three projects, and
conduct panel discussion for
each class?
I went home last week end,
and something wonderful happened. I called up my friend to see
what time she was returning so
I could get a ride back to school,
and I asked her, "What time will
we be going home?" Incredible,
isn't it! I feel just as much at
home here as if I were a senior.
Farmville, which previously had
been "that hick town" or "the
only thing sold there is tobacco"
has, to me. become enchanting.

Choosen Few?
Dear Editor,
I would like to express my
opinion about the upcoming "Student Government Day." Why don't
you rename it "Chosen Few
Day"?
According to Bobbsie Bannin,
Chairman of Legislative Board,
she wants to "make a big thing of
it", and states that the "purpose
remains to acquaint students in
the student government to the
administration and for the administration to get a better student viewpoint".
I think it's about time that this
student government MADE an
EFFORT to try and involve other
students, besides the members of
the boards, and other organization presidents. It seems to me
that these students are close
enough to the administration people that they basically understand their viewpoint, and viceversa. The members of thy
boards carry terrific responsibilities, and their time is pretty
wall consumed now. Tbtft aro
many other students who would
enjoy an opportunity such as this,
and I'll wager that the administration would enjoy other students
(Continued on Page 8)
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Love Story
By DONALD STEWART
Ah, once more a successful
marriage farce in Jarman - Oscar Wilde's THE IMPORTANCE
OF BEING ERNEST playing to an
enthusiastic audience. An irrepressible septuagenarian wooed
Gidget.
Later in the evening a Stevens
Hall seance conjured the original
Lady Bracknell. Not all went well;
Lady B. arrived from years later,
muttering horrors at George V.
Her spirited omniscience was expected but not her fuzziness on
recent events.
"Yes," we nudged her, "it was
a fine performance as things go.
The wit depends upon being played seriously, and it was. The
staging and lighting was properly
artificial, especially in the garden setting. Amy Fluckiger was
an admirable reincarnation. No
confident snob in the audience
would have wanted to parry
minds. She looked less than matronly, but what actress will grow
fat for a play? (Lady B. winced,
but she had always been immune
to sarcasm.)
Moreover, we added, a cast
of younger players brought fortune to the play and future hopes
to Jarman. Gwendolen, played
by Susan Strauss, had enough of
the prissy urbanity to convince
us she was related to Lady Brack-

nell (another wince) and relatable
to John Worthing. Susan Bower's
Cecily was a good contrast of
country wisdom and sweetness,
seasoned with a pardonable lack
of prismic culture. Jim Wiant
looked his role - cynical, egotistical, aggressive, likable-andhe
added just enough melodramatic
villain to offset the stodgy seriousness of Rand Lander's John
Worthing. Lander was perhaps
less patriarchal than expected,
but one can never tell with Victoria's offspring.
Clark Lindsay, as Rev. Chasuble, and Pam Anderson's Miss
Prism were weak, but these elder
roles are difficult. The Pepsi
generation has little empathy with
the Aged Righteous. Dawson Nash
and Chris Ross kept stiff upper
lips in supporting roles as servants.
At this point Lady B. was about
to explode. "Yes, yes, it's fine
and well to do your praises first.
Young marrieds need constant
reassurance, I have always noted.
But was the play successful?"
"Yes," we said, "the wit IS
funny and this audience always
likes to see women beating marriage drums on an egotist's
skull."
"Tsk," Lady B. sniffled. "You
know, all of those marriages later
collapsed. All that interplay of
opposites, all that revelation of

Rand Lander (left) as John Worthing, and Jim Wiant as Algernon Moncrieff in the first act of "The Importance of Being Earnest."

flap over LOVE STORY'S Jenny;
even SHE was superior in every
way AND knew when to give in to
her man. THESE are the great
women. What was I stuck with?
Lord Bracknell? I would hound
that Wilde through the reaches
of Hell if such a lack of compassion were not my horror.
Once you defeat someone, you
are defeated. My Gwendolen,

married to that fuddy-duddy born
of a bag - and she sought it out,
too. Now why don't you people
seek out an occasional play which
will really challenge these girls
rather than playing to their wishes for a skull-beating?"
We were left sitting in a dark
room.

Sen. Mark Hatfield, Sir Skelhorn
To Speak At H-SC Tomorrow

United States Senator, Mark
0. Hatfield, R-Ore„ and Great
Britain's Director of Public Prosecutions, Sir Norman Skelhorn,
K.B.E., will be featured speakers
with the various controversies in a broad panel discussion
concerning the true authorship Thursday, October 11, during a
of several Shakespearean works. symposium on law at HampdenLater in the year, Dr. Robert Sydney College.
The two-day symposium, foWebber, Assistant Professor of
Mathematics, will present some cusing upon the theme "The Anspecific problems based on his glo-American Legal Tradition in
article expected to appear soon an Age of Crisis," is part of the
in LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS College's Bicentennial '76 lecture program.
APPLICATIONS.
The highlight of the symposium
Also scheduled to lecture is
Dr. Paul Hesselink, Assistant will be the panel discussion
Professor of Music, who will Thursday evening following Senagive a lecture, recital composi- tor Hatfield's address. The distion. This is an original pre- cussion will bring into focus the
sentation, and the combination topics presented by the principal
lecture and recital should prove speakers, and more detailed disto be interesting as well as
unique.

LC Faculty Lecture Series
To Open With Dr.. Sprague
By ELLEN CASSADA
Faculty members recently voted
to create a new lecture series,
known as the Longwood College
Colloquium.
Its purpose is to "present interested faculty members engaged in scholarly research and
writing with an opportunity for
sharing the results of their . . .
work with the college community
in the form of a public lecture."
A tentative series of six lectures
has thus far been scheduled.
Dr. Rosemary Sprague, Distinguished Professor of English,
will begin the series with a lecture "The Men Who Were Not
Shakespeare." This topic deals

secret identities, came to nothing. By the war, the first one,
you know. Each person in the
tragedy changed character to
marry, and who trusts double
agents?"
"The tragedy?" We were
dumbfounded.
"Yes. Why idolize those fussy
girls for a few laughs? And, you
remember, the men we forced
to appear to contrive the marriages in the end. What could you
expect of a male author?"
"What? You too have fallen
for Women's Lib?"
"No, no. Only older and wiser.
I wanted to be a GREAT personage. Look at the truly great
women - Shakespeare's Portia,
Beatrice, Rosalind - I mean
the women who were witty, effective, lovely, energetic, selfconfident, fulfilled. Of course,
maybe these are the values your
liberation movement will see as
best after the revolutionary invective has cooled. In any case,
these women dominated their men
but eventually knew when to deliberately yield. Even that recent

cussions by the five speakers,
a panelist, and a moderator.
Former U. S. Senator, William
B. Spong, now legal counsel for
the Commission on Foreign Policy in Washington, will moderate
the discussion.
The panelists, recognized as
national and regional spokesmen,
are expected to bring to the
symposium significant questions
and propositions which are relative to issues of national concern
in an era of change and uncertainty in the country's legal tradition.
The series began today, with
a 4:00 p.m. address by Mr. A.E.
Dick Howard, professor of law
at the University of Virginia, on
"The Court and the Constitution," and a 8:00 p.m. address
by Sir Norman Skelhorn on

"Freedom Within the Law."
The Symposium will continue
on Thusday, October 11, at 1 p.
m. with an address by Mr. Henry
Marsh, III, vice mayor of Richmond, on "The Role of Law in
the Struggle for Racial Justice." The Honorable John A. MacKenzie, Federal Judge for the Fastem District of Virginia will speak
at 4 on "The Cost Crisis of Legal
Services for Citizens of Moderate
Means". Senator Mark Hatfield
will speak at 8:00 p.m. on "Restoring Constitutional Government in America."

Cinema 73-74 Presents
"The African Queen"
Monday, October IS
7:30 PM In Bedford

Fiesta Folklorico
October 16
7:30 in Jarman

"Based on the C. S. Forester novel, it is an
often funny, always exciting tale of a missionary's prim sister and a roistering riverboat
captain who, thrown together by war, make their
perilous journey down an African river in a
thirty-foot open launch.
- Theater Arts
"Bogart, cast as a Canadian instead of a Cockney, does the best acting of his career as the
badgered rumpot who becomes a man and a lover
against his will. Katherine Hepburn is excellent
as the gaunt, freckled, fanatic spinster. Their
constrasting personalities fill the film with good
scenes . . .
-Time
"They make a perfect couple - When they discover themselves in one of the most brilliantly
written love scenes since the discovery of
sound. The script . . . crackles with wit and excitement."
- Theater Arts

BARBARA BISHOP

Prof. Barbara Bishop
Shows In Biennial
"Va. Photographers"
Two recent photographic silkscreen prints by Miss Barbara
L. Bishop, Associate Professor
and Chairman, Department of
Art, will be included in the biennial competitive exhibition,
"Virginia Photographers 1973",
opening October 9 at the Virginia
Museum of Fine Arts.
The works of fifty-six photographers were selected by juror
Nathan Lyons from a total of 222
entrants. Lyons, director of the
Visual Studies Workshop in Rochester, New York, chose an exhibition that includes 110 prints
and 28 slides. Those works were
picked from entry totals of 757
prints and 585 slides.
"Virginia Photographers
1973", in the Museum's Loan
Gallery, will remain on view
through November 4.
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Virginity: Another Outdated Tradition?
By BARBERA HADEORD
East week's feature article was
on abortion in Virginia. Since then
several students have requested
that this story from the May 9,
1973 edition of THE ROTUNDA
be reprinted. Therefore . . .
In 1961 psychiatrist Carl Binger said: "The contemporary
mores of young people are so different from those which governed
their parents' or teachers' lives
that a common meeting ground
between them scarcely exists."
A leaflet from Planned Parenthood recently appeared in THE
ROTUNDA office. There were
several interesting articles, but
Mervin B. Ereedman and Marjorie Eozoff's section, "Some
Statistics," was by far the most
eye-opening.
Prior to 1965, liberal social
critics could defend college students against charges of promiscuity because there was no proof
of revolution iry sexual changes
on campus. Since 1965 the situation has been considerably altered. Revolutionary changes
have taken place in the attitudes
of the college student toward sex
since that time.
The behavior of college men
does not appear to have changed
much since the decade following
World War I. In 1930, about 50^
of the men in college had had some
sexual intercourse. This figure
remained fairly stable for several decades. Recent figures
from a study of prominent universities suggest that about 60
per cent of male upper classmen
have had intercourse.
The biggest change in the men's
sexual activity has been in the
choice of partners. Before, most
premarital sexual partners of
college men had been women of
lower socio-economic status,
prostitutes, and noncollege women.
Men married some girls, the
good girls, and played with
others. Apparently, the two rarely mixed, with increased sexual
activity among college women
this pattern has been eroded.
Nowadays a college man is likely
to have sex relations with a woman of comparable social station.

Changing Woman
The true change, or sexual
revolution, has been in the activity of the college woman. Be-

tween 1915 and 1930 the number
of women who had sexual intercourse prior to marriage doubled
or trebled.
In Katherine Davis' study of
premarital sexual experience of
women who had been in college
in the early 1900's, seven per
cent stated that they had had intercourse prior to marriage.
In the 1930's Dorothy Bromley
and Florence Britten reported
that 25 per cent of a sample of
college women had engaged in
premarital intercourse, and this
figure remained stable for several decades.
A Kinsey Report prepared by
Alfred Kinsey and co-authors in
1953 reported an incidence of 20
per cent nonvirgins among a national sample of college women
aged 20.
Freedman and Lozoff's study
in the 1950*s found that 22 per
cent of the seniors were not virgins, and 1965 that same team of
researchers found that in two
western universities 40 per cent
of the senior women had had
sexual relations.
In 1963, Isadore Rubin said,
"Despite the changes that have
taken place since the turn of the
century, primarily in females the
tempo of change in sex behavior
and mores is not a rapid one."
There is evidence that Rubin
spoke too hastily, because there
have been dramatic changes in the
sexual activities of college women.
At one of the above-mentioned
western universities the number
of nonvirgins was as high as 60
per cent in 1970, while at that
same university in 1965 there was
only a percentage of 48.
This figure may not necessarily represent a national average, though, because at this
particular university the women
were as sexually active as the
men, and the percentage of nonvirgins among senior women was
slightly higher than among nonvirgin senior men.

Promiscuity
This change in sexual activity
should not be interpreted as promiscuity running rampant on the
nation's campuses, especially
among the college women.
Freedman and Lozoff said that
college women and men who are
having sex relations are likely to

have established an emotional
relationship of some intimacy.
From 1960 to 1965 the proportions of college women who
had sexual relations before marriage were mostly couples and
who were engaged and couldn't
wait. The behavior of the college
woman since 1965 has resembled the behavior of the Scandinavian college woman. The
American coUege woman is likely to have intercourse with a man
in whom she is involved in a relationship of some affection of
intimacy, even though they may
not be formally engaged or even
informally committed to marriage. This does not mean that
college women are liable to have
several lovers before marriage,
but that they are likely to have a
deep emotional attachment to
several men before committing
themselves to marriage.
Very few college women agree
that physical attraction is sufficient reason for sexual relations, while college men are still
prone to sexual activity for the
purpose of physical sport. Freedman and Lozoff state that this
may be the reason that women
experience fewer feelings of
guilt, remorse, uncertainty and
confusion in connection with sex
than do men. "Sexual gratification is likely to be at its height
when emotional intimacy is wedded to physical attractions."
So far, college women and perhaps a large number of college
students, have rejected the ethic
I of sexual relationships in the absence of emotional commitment,
but the mores have certainly
changed from the repressive Victorian heritage of sexual control
through guilt, fear, and shame.
Young people are free to enjoy
greater sexual satisfaction than
ever before, but hardly without
protest.
The new ethic, or New Morality, has met with protest from
puritanical moralists, traditionalists, and the more conservative individuals. Even those individuals for whom religious sacraments are of some moment,
may be troubled.
There are grounds for concern
on other bases than on abstract
morality. When the powers of authority decrease, the peer pressure increases and this could
force some students into a sex-

ual relations for which they are
not ready. There is the Longwood lady who came to college a
virgin, dated a manduringOrientation week, had sexual relations
with him, and refused to see the
guy again. She never slept with
another man until she was married several years lader. Freedman and Lozoff write, "The erotic ambiance of daily life suggests
to many students that if they are
relatively inexperienced sexually
there is something wrong with
them."

Early Sex
In 1965, not only did the number of nonvirgins increase, but
the age at which they first engaged in sexual activity declined.
Prior to 1965, the number of
women who had engaged in sexual intercourse before entering
college was negligible. The number has risen strikingly in the
past seven years, according to
Freedman and Lozoff.
In 1965, the authors of "Some
Statistics" concluded that this
precocity did not augur well for
future development. "Those college seniors who seemed the
best off" sexually - that is,
those who, regardless of actual
experience, seemed to have a
considerable capacity for
warmth, intimacy, and bodily enjoyment and at the same time an
appropriate amount of control
over their sexual behavior-were
not likely to have been sexually
precocious." The students who
started sexual careers early in
secondary school usually had
deep-lying personality difficulties.
Some of the men were insensitive and shallow. Both men and
women conveyed the impression
of individuals who were not likely to travel very far along the
paths of intellectual and personal
development. The seniors who
seemed on their way to success
were those who were introduced
to sex slowly unfolding the pleasures and gratification of the physical relationship.
Until recently liberal parents
could side with their children in
their late secondary and college
years against prudery and convention, but peer pressure is
pushing more and more young
adolescents into sexual activity
before they are ready. This is a

problem a Longwood student who
will be teaching could have to
face - and may not have an answer to, because of her own lack
of knowledge or naivete.

The College's Position
In the 1930's, the college saw
its job as protection of the young
innocent girl entrusted to its
care. But has the college in 1970
changed its opinion? Granted,
Longwood has no rules specifically prohibiting sexual intercourse during open house, but
probably the open door policy has
prevented that. But what happens
when the open door doesn't work
any more?
Richard F. Hettlinger, a professor of religion at Kenyon College writes in "Sex and the College Student," "students recognize that their seniors are ready
to share new academic experience and knowledge with them;
they do not generally sense that
same privilege is offered them
in extracurricular matters. They
suspect that 'the main purpose
of the administration is not so
much to prevent sexual relations
as to maintain the dignity of the
dorms and the happiness of the
alumni.' "
Hettlinger also offered one
suggestion that could be used as
a guideline to all future legislation concerning sexual activity
in the college dormitory.
"To tell young men and women
that the institution has already
settled what is permissible private sexual behavior is to deny
them the freedom for growth. Of
course, the university has the
right to impose penalties for any
behavior in its buildings; the
question is whether it is sound
educational policy to threaten
disciplinary action against those
who exercise their freedom of
choice in a manner of which the
adult establishment officially
disapproves.
"The function of an institution
of higher learning is not the unchallenged perpetuation of cultural mores, and a college only
fulfills its educational task adequately if it is sensitive to new
insights in ethics as well as to
new knowledge in science, history, or languages."
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Student Union Members Attend
Regional Entertainment Conference

S-UN convention representatives (from left) Laurie McCullough, Patti Dunn, Janet Coleman, and (front) Debbye Teabo.

S-UN Takes Another Stab
At Residence Programming
By SUSAN WOOLDRIDGE
Residence Hall Programming
has arrived in French-Tabb!
Initiated and funded by the Student-Union (S-UN), this experimental program will allow residents of a dormitory to plan,
schedule, publicize and carry out
activities ranging from films,
parties, coffee houses, games,
arts and crafts, speakers, meals
and possibly dorm-sponsored
Wheels' trips.
Jennie Metcalfe, vice-chairman of S-UN, said the residents
of French-Tabb were "very enthusiastic" about the program.
Roxanne Fox will head the program in French.

By SUSAN WOOLDRIDGE
Six members of Longwood's
Student-Union (S-UN) represented the school at the Southeast
Regional National Entertainment
Conference (NCE) September 29October 2 in Charleston, S.C.
Attending were Jean Dunavant,
Chairman of the Student Union,
Patti Dunn, Debbye Teabo, Laurie
McCullough, Janet Coleman and
Carol Kersh. Also attending was
Mr. Tom Dougan, director of
Lankford Building.
"This was definitely the most
successful conference we've ever
been to in terms of interaction
and an exchange of ideas with
other people and schools," said
Jean.
Jean commented that she felt
the delegates became more committed and involved with S-UN
by attending the conference.
"I noticed a lot more cooperation and participation from the
Virginia schools," she added.
"For a long time only two or
three schools have been keeping
communication lines open between them, but there was a definite effort at this conference
to communicate."

The dorm has a programming
book entitled HOW TO DO IT IN
RESIDENCE HALLS which contains 1001 activity suggestions.
The programs planned by one
dormitory will be open to all
students. If Residence Hall Programming is successful in
French-Tabb, S-UN hopes to initiate it in the remaining dormitories.
This program was tried last
year but was unsuccessful beS-UN's October
cause of a lack of interest and
Activities Fill
student input. S-UN hopes that
Remaining Weeks
the new found enthusiasm will
make Residence Hall ProgramTne Student Union is planning
ming a success.
a number of activities for the
student body throughout the rest
of October.
Having just completed the sopLambda Chi Alpha Fraternity and
homore Foozball tournament and
the CAC of Hampden-Sydney
awarded trophies, plans are on
the calendar for a junior Foozball
present
tournament to be held next week,
October 16, 17, and 18. That
BLUEGRASS BLAST
week end, October 19, 20, and 21,
the movie "Charlie" will be
shown in Jeffers at 7:30 p.m.
featuring
Highlighting t h e week o f Oct"The New Morning String Band"
ober 24-27 will be the S-UN
Friday, Oct. 12, 9:00 p.m.
sponsored "Nostalgia Week,"
featuring sock hop, oldie hour,
H-SC Gym Tickets $1.50
and an appearance by the band
All proceeds will be donated to the Prince Ed"Jason."
A Fall Fashion Show
ward County Public Schools to pay for textbooks.
will be presented in the Gold
Room on the 24 at 7:30 p.m.,
tapes of Dick Clark's "20 Years"
will also be played on H-SC's
radio station, a soda fountain
will come to life in the Gold Room
on the 26, and a sock hop, complete with beer, will be held in
the lower dining hall at 9 p.m.
($2.00 per person) on the 27.
Closing out the month will be
the movies "Curse of Frankenstein" and "Spirit of the Dead"
on October 26 and 28, the senior
Foozball Tournament on October
22-24, and the Foozball Finals
on October 29 and 30.

The
Kountry Kitchen

"S-UN Nostalgia Week Is Coming"
OCTOBER 24 - 27

BAKERY
& SANDWICH SHOP
Specializing in
Doughnuts
Sandwiches
Wedding - Birthday
Anniversary & Other
Special Occasion
Cakes Pastries 213 W. Third St.
392-6498

In addition to Longwood, other
Virginia schools attending were
VCU, Madison, William and
Mary, VMI, Averett, Old Dominion, Averett, W&-Land Richmond.
These schools have scheduled a
meeting October 24 to discuss
their scheduled events and the
block booking of various bands.
Through block booking, schools
are able to hire bands at a less
expensive rate.
Jean met with Mary Lou McGlyn, professor of Applied Technology, to discuss the utilization
and promotion of the Video Tape
Network Program. This system
was installed at Longwood last
year.
"I talked with her for a long
time about possible ways to utilize more effectively our system
on campus," said Jean. "We
hope to work with the academic
departments since the programs

are mainly documentaries."
Carol Kersh said the conference was "very worthwhile" and
expressed the hope that S-UN
would get all the entertainment
they had tried to book.
The delegations were entertained by several bands, speakers and performers in the daily
"Showcases." These were shows
demonstrating the various groups
available for campuses to hire.
Carol was particularly impressed with the "Mission Mountain Wood Band," a bluegrass
band that has been booked for
April 19. Other outstanding bands
that are on a tentative booking
schedule include "Russ Kirkpatrick," "Matthew £ Peter" and
"Brasstown Ball."
Other topics discussed at the
NEC were creative planning, promotion, keeping the Artist Series
alive and signing contracts.

5-UN Wheels

Disney World
november 17-21
TOUR INCLUDES:
- Round trip transfers between Greyhound Terminal in
Orlando and selected hotel or motor inn at Orlando.
- Three nights' accommodations at selected hotel or motor
inn.
- Two round trip transfers between selected hotel or motor
inn and Walt Disney World.
- Two days unlimited use of the Walt Disney World Transportation System connecting Walt Disney World hotels, Fort
Wilderness Campground and Magic Kingdom Theme Park.
- Two admissions to the "Magic Kingdom" Theme Park.
- Eighteen admissions to Theme Park attractions.
- Choice of one of the following motorcoacli sightseeing tours:
a.) Lectured sightseeing tour to Cape Kennedy and guided
motorcoach tour of NASA Space Center, or
b.) Lectured sightseeing trip to Cypress Gardens, Including
admissions and water ski show.
- All state and local taxes.
PRICE - $104 - does not include meals.

Shop

LaBelle Femme

A & P WE0

Beauty Shop

And Save

223 N. Main

Downtown next

Open 6 days a week

to the post office.

392-4035

The FASHION POST
Best Wishes
For
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Mr. Dent Stresses Importance
Of Becoming Involved
by BETTY RAFFERTY
Mr. I. B. Dent stressed in his
talk to the Student Education Association, on October 2, the necessity of becoming involved. The
subject of his talk, which was
titled "Politics in Education,"
centered around the Virginia Education Association and the Virginia Political Action Committee.
Mr. Dent stated that he becomes very aggravated when he
hears people complain and they
do nothing to solve the problem.
He feels that all teachers should
belong to the state, and local
level of the V. E. A., because
that is the "only way you will
have any power is through V.E.A
it can and will be doing
a stronger role in bargaining
for salary and classroom size."
As the V.E.A. becomes more
organized, they now have regional
offices, but Mr. Dent believes that
they "should become more involved in getting people to support legislature and lobying".
One way of accomplishing this

DR. ANNIE ALEXANDER

Dr. Alexander- First Female
Faculty Member At H-SC
By BROOKE DICKERMAN
Hampden-Sydney's only female
faculty members says that one of
the hardest things to get used to
is hearing 'yes ma'am' every
other sentence. Dr. Annie Alexander is new to Hampden-Sydney's faculty this year. She just
received her doctorate in Mathematics this summer from Clarkson College of Technology in
Potsdam, New York. She was
awarded her B. A. degree at
Obelin College in Ohio, and her
Master's degree at Yale.
Dr. Alexander decided to major
in math while at Oberlin. She
said she had to choose between

math and Chemistry, and her
choice was math because she
does not like labs.
This is the first time Dr. Alexander has taught in an all-boy
school. She says classes are fine,
and no, she doesn't teach any
Longwood Ladies!
Frosh Registration
When asked how she liked
Hampden-Sydney's size, she adHeld Over Summer
mitted it has its drawbacks and
To Be Continued
pluses. The main drawback is
there is not enough money to go
-by JANE BLOODWORTH
around. She cited the library as
There is every indication, aca place where funds could be cording to Dr. Carolyn Wells,
put to good use. However, a plus Associate Dean, of the college
is the size of her classes.
that summer orientation will be
continued next year.
"Every measure indicates
success of the program," said
Doctor Wells. The original purpose of it was to allow more
time for advising freshmen individually prior to registration.
the new Day Student Representa- It was hoped that his would retive to Legislative Board. Legis- duce frustration and the amount
lative Board Chairman adminis- of freshman who drop out of
tered the oath of office to Jesse. school.
"it is tough to get an exact
The day set aside for Student
Government Day, November 6, is dollar estimate," said Dean
also the day that the Academic Wells, regarding the financial
Policy Committee meets. The aspects of the program. "If we
day will begin with a special can retain about six students who
breakfast and a press conference otherwise would have gone home,
is planned for that afternoon. the program will pay for itself."
"The dropout rate is about
It was moved and passed that
one-half
of what it was last year
a proposal for alcohol during
at
this
time,"
said Dean Wells.
Open House be presented to the
"There
are
also
not as many
Board of Visitors at their next
frustrated freshman coming to
meeting.
Members of Longwood Women see us."
Dean Wells indicated pleasure
United were present to answer
at
the cooperative spirit of those
questions of Board members conwho
participated in the Program.
cerning their constitution, which
"Everybody
really pulled towas submitted for approval, particularly concerning the wording gether," she said. "It could have
easily flopped if they had not."
in several sentences.

would be for the teachers "to
get more control in the V.E.A
office."
"Usually if your active in
your local group, you'll be somewhat active in the state level,
and the state is where most of
the V.E.A. power is." At the
conventions held by the V.E.A
an individual may speak representing a group or just himself
on every issue.
"The most important thing is
to be politically involved .. .even
though teachers are not politically orientated," advocated Mr.
Dent. V.P.A.C. offers another
means of becoming involved, and
also has a number of local organizations.
Mr. Dent strongly stressed the
point of teachers uniting in either
V.E.A. or V.P.A.C., to have
enough strength in their numbers
"to get people to support legislature." These organizations will

choose a gubernatorial candidate
who agrees to support their positions, and then they will endorse him. That candidate then
becomes politically bound to
them.
"Without a doubt, we'll support Henry Howell. .. .he takes
a stand of being very strong
pro-educational." Mr. Dent added that Godwin could have done
alot more in the favor of education.
There were approximatly
twenty-five to thirty students who
attended the meeting, and in general they found it interesting. According to Ronda Bruns, "I
really enjoyed it. I thought he
brought out a good point that the
teachers could get so much done
for themselves iftheyorganizej'
Debbie McNalty realized how
"political involement is the
answer, and you can only do this
by working in a group."

Variety Of Topics Discussed
At Legislative Board Meeting
By JEAN TATE
The agenda for last week's
Legislative Board meeting contained items ranging from plans
for the Student Government Oktoberlest Booth to the installation
of the new Day Student Representative.
It was moved and passed that
funds from the Swap Shop will be
used for two scholarships of $150
each. The requirements for one
of them will be based on academics and need. The other will
be based on service and need.
Grace Anne Overton was placed
in charge of the Student Government Oktoberfest Booth. A 21inch bicycle will be raffled off
on the midway. Tickets for the
raffle are being sold for 25 cents
each.
Jesse Bruce was sworn in as

ROCHETTE'S
FLORIST
Happy
OKTOBERFEST
HOTEL WEYANOKE

Main Street
Farmville, Virginia

:
I

$$$$$
SAVE
$$$$
Key Office Supply

•»

$ $ $ $

;
I
«•

Art ft School Supplies

$ $ $ %

:

Opposite Longwood
College
Remodeled Rooms
Air-Conditioned
Color TV Public &
Private Dining
Facilities

SEIMUR PICTURESmcotutwjiionwin ROBERTSON ASSOCIATES prmitt

CLIFF ROBFRISON ■ CMffyy — CLAIRE BLOOM
LILIASKAU /.RALPH / SSl /WSfr/mKfi /""""•""/DSS?
UWJANNEY i..J-TpU / "AVI
SELIG J / STIRLING / '<«««•» / RALPH
RUTH WHITE NELSON SHANKAR SELIGMAN SILUPHANT UXKXm /NELSON
TECHNICOLOR'
TECHNISCOPf

CMIUHt ■Ill.t-Ki COWWIIIOM

Jeffers 7:30 PM

ORIGINAL SOUND TRACK
ALBUM AVAILABLE ON
WORLD PAClfIC RECORDS

October 19 and 21

Law, Scott, and Smith
Publish Science Article
Dr. Marvin W. Scott, Mr.
Joseph J. Law, and Miss Judithj
W. Smith; a 1971 L. C. graduate;
co-authored an article entitled,
"Efficiency of Anthracene for
Counting Aqueous Nickel-63
Samples." The article recently
appeared in the 29 Volume of
Experientia; which is an international scientific journal that
was published in Switzerland.
During the course of their
work, a method was developed
for measuring the radioactivity
of a nickel isotope, which can
be found in the environment of
nuclear reactors. Anthracene
was used as the radiation detector.
Dr. Scott is the chairman of
the Science Department, and
has had three publications in the
past year despite his busy administrative work.

Mr. Law is the first and only
L.C. chemistry professor that
has directed a research and had
it published. He was recently
awarded a research grant by the
Sigma Xi Society for his work
in applied conversion electron
spectrometry.

CRUTES
Best Wishes
For
OKTOBERFEST
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H2() And Corkettes Plan
Swim Shows For Oktobcrfcst

Antioch Again
Antioch College, Yellow
Springs, Ohio, has a new policy
guaranteeing that freshman students' tuition will remain constant until they graduate, whether
it takes them four, five, or six
years.
Although tuition there had been
climbing at the rate of 11 per
cent annually since 1967, the
newly-adopted Level Tuition Plan
(LTP), which has developed over
the past three years, rests on the
assumption that the campus can
slow the rate to six per cent annually in the future.
LTP is based on the 3,100 dollar tuition for currently enrolled
students. By "leveling" this total
equally over five years, the average tiition cost per year will be
3,600 dollars, including most fees
previously added to the tuition,
such as medical insurance, and
health services and special
courses fees.
Even though the college is taking somewhat of a calculated risk
in predicting that the cost increases can be kept within six
per cent annually, it expects to
gain. The LTP should help to
stabilize the students' attrition
rate, and it will also enable the
campus to project more realistically income figures on which to
plan its future budgets.

ANNA CARROLL ATKINS

By BROOKE DICKER MAN
The 1973 Oktoberfest Water
Show will be a combination of
synchronized swimming and
aquatic art. Synchronized swimming is a group, using mostly
strokes and stunts, swimming
togethej to a song. Aquatic art,
also swum to music, uses more
abstract movements and is supposed to tell a story or express
a theme.
There will be four half-hour
shows presented by the H20
Club Saturday afternoon from
2:30-4:30 p.m. in Longwood's
pool. Tickets are 35<? and are
being sold by H20 members.
Tickets will also be sold on the
midway and at the door.
The numbers are varied from
sad to happy. Debbie Bageant,

Vlckl Cash, Ann Meador, Linda
Steinback, Sherry Swinson, Katie
Whitley and Mary Beth Yeakley
are swimming to 'Sunny George
Sherry Beatty and Sandie
Schnupp are doing a duet to 'On
the Threshold of a Dream.'
'What Have They Done to My
Song, Mom' is the music for the
group consisting of Karen Cutler,
Deane Davis, Charlie Griggs,
Cathi 0'Donnell,Gail Pollard and
Anne Titlow.
Eleanor Koelenbeck, Nancy
Milan, Carol Pearce, and Harriet Tanner have chosen 'Falling
Leaves' as their song.
The theme song from 'Summer
of '42' is being used as music by
Brooke Dickerman, Rhonda Kendrick, Kathy Patsel and Mari
Szymeanski.

Longwood Junior Anna Atkins
Represents Louisa In Festival
Anna Carroll Atkins, junior
home economics major from
Ferncliff Farm near Trevilians
in Louisa County, Virginia, has
been selected Louisa County's
1973 representative to the National Tobacco Festival competition in Richmond October 1013.
A 1971 graduate of Rock Hill
Academy in Charlottesville, Ann;
has been active in the home
Economics Club, dorm representative for the Athletic Association, and is a member of
the Baptist Student Union.
The National Tobacco Festival, held October 6 through 13,

Varsity, J.V. Tennis Win

has brought recognition to the tobacco industry and contributed
approximately $232,000 to state
charities over the past 24 years.
Special events attract more
than a quarter of a million people from all over the world each
year, including a parade, two
balls, an automobile race, and a
football game between the University of Richmond and the University of Southern Mississippi.
The Queen's Tobacco Ball will
be held October 13 at the Hotel
John Marshall, with music provided by the Meyer Davis Orchestra. The Queen and her court will
be presented at this time.

the doubles matches, Charlotte
By CLARE BAXTER
The Varsity Tennis Team teamed again witli Debbie Weaver
started their season off with a to win 6-3, 6-2, and Ruth Bourne
loss to Mary Baldwin College on and Marie Ventura won 6-2, 6-4.
The Varsity Tennis Team last
September 24. Despite the loss,
they played well, and made up for match of the season is tomorrow
the loss with a victory overSweet at home against Randolph Macon
Briar College on September 29 College at 4 p.m.
winning four out of a possible
five matches. Winning in the JV TENNIS
singles matches were: Cheryl
Moser, 6-3, 6-3; Ellen BroThe Junior Varsity Tennis
derick, 6-3, 6-7, 6-3; and Bob- Team was victorious over Sweet
bsie Bannin, 3-6, 6-3, 6-3. In Briar College, winning six out of
the doubles matches, Charlotte seven matches. Winning in the
Fugett teamed up with Debbie singles matches were Emily
Weaver to win 6-2, 6-1. Marie Burgwyn, 6-7, 6-2, 6-2; MariVentura and Ruth Bourne lost Bea Coles, 7-6, 6-2; and Diane
Married Students
their match 3-6, 2-6.
Amme 6-4, 4-6, 6-4. Susie WelLast
Thursday,
October
4,
the
baum lost her match 1-6, 1-6.
With married couples making
Field
Hockey
Team
Victorious
Varsity Tennis Team was again Playing doubles were Beth Hatch
up an even larger segment of
victorous, this time over West- and Sue Ferguson, winning 6-1,
student population, colleges and
hampton,
winning 4-1. In the 6-4; Debbie Amme and Diane
universities are having to recogOver Old Dominion, Lunchburg
singles
Bobbsie
Bannin won 6-3, Fadley winning 6-0, 6-3, and
nize and cope with the distinc6-2,
and
Charlotte
Fugett also Sandy Woods teaming up with
tive needs and problems of these
lege,
Varsity
2-0,
J.
V.
3-L
won
6-0,
6-1.
Ellen
Broderick Sandy Walters to win 6-1, 6-1.
Joyce
Miller
scored
four
goals
couples.
For
the
Varsity
Jo
Ann
Tucker
lost
her
match
6-2,
6-1. For
Mrs. Dorris C. Conway, lec- to lead Longwood's Varsity Field and Maggie May each scored
turer in social work and staff Hockey Team to a7-0vitoryover once. Together with the fine demember of the Counseling-Psy- Old Dominion University, at old fensive work of Sue Wagoner,
chological Services Center at the Dominion last Saturday. Jo Ann Nancy Demich, and Becky Burch,
SHANABERGER
W.T. GRANT CO.
University of Texas, specializing Tucker scored an additional goal the team was able to post another
while
Maggie
May
scored
two
to
in marriage and family counselclinch the shutout win. The game victory.
& SONS
ing, comments: "I think without was
For the J. V.'s, Tyler Doyle,
well-played
in
Longwood's
The more for your
question the source of most fric- favor because Old Dominion could Donna Vanderweer, and Terri
tion between (married students)
not keep up with the constant Dubuc each scored once, and
Vista Bicycles
moneysworth store
couples is the lack of enough
again the defense kept the ball
rushing
of
the
Longwood
offense.
time together - time to talk,
The J. V.'s also won over out over the 50 yard line throughtime to play, time to resolve a
Farm ville
O.D.U. by a score of 3-0. Tyler out most of the game.
conflict between them."
The
members
of
the
1973
Long306E.
3rd
Street
Shopping Center
Mr. Rodi, assistant instructor Doyle and Donna Vanderweer wood College Hockey Team ineach
scored
while
Sandy
Conkto discuss the needs of married wright scored a beautiful goal clude: Kathy Arthur, Clare Baxstudents, comments that financial
ter, Loretta Bunting, Becky Burproblems are among the most by driving in from the 50 yard ch, Sara Carr,Sandy Conkwright,
line.
Many
attempts
were
made
TK
crucial for young couples trying
Diane
Connolly,
Nancy
Democh,
the O.D.U. offense to score,
to continue their education. And by
but with the combined efforts of Tyler Doyle, Terri Dubuc, Jane
Dr. Brown, vice president of the defense were kept scoreless. Guer, Gay Harrington, and Dana
student affairs, adds another
Longwood's Field Hockey Hutchinson. Others include Debsource to the conflict: "My ob- Team
again victorious on bie Jarrell, Diane Jones, Theresa
servation has been that in a con- the roadwasagainst
Lynchburg Col- Matthews, Maggie May, Joyce
siderable number of cases the
Look your beet at
Miller, Michelle Nealson, Terri
wife will work to put the husband
Sawyer, Yue Scarborough, Karen A
through the university, either
Smith, Jo Ann Tucker, Donna
through a bachelor's degree or a
Vanderweer, Susan Wagoner, and
doctoral degree, or a legal deMary Kay Wilcoxson. The team
gree, and that right at that point
managers are Jenny Morrow,
or shortly thereafter, the marGail Lomstead.
..
riage breaks up, partly because
she is no longer his intellectual
equal."
Smitty Bros.
The panelists offer some sound
Farmvjlle, Va.
advice for married couples conElectric Co., Inc.
templating returning to college:
They should carefully work out
Clutch Purses
ways to meet their financial obliAcross from the
«*'i
.; i
gations; if they have children incourthouse
volved, they should put the child's
Key Cases
care at the top of the list of priorities; they should arrange for
GIFTS
ft Cigarette
time together; they should make
each other's degree a mutual
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Cases To Match
FREE Mak<j-Up Leteoni
goal; and above all they should
a
remain flexible.
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Probe Into Kent State Shootings
Reopens Midst Numerous Questions
By CURT KOEHLER
(CPS) Last month's announcement that the Justice Department
is reopening its investigation into
the Kent State shootings came as
a surprise to many who had assumed or hoped the tragedy was
by now forgotten history. But to
those who petitioned, sued and
pleaded to obtain a grand jury
probe of the incident, Attorney
General Elliot Richardson's decision to renew federal investigation efforts represents the first
favorable government reaction to
pressures of private citizens and
a staggering accumulation of
allegations.
Crucial to any new investigation of the shooting which left
four students dead and nine
wounded are two key questions:
was there a conspiracy on the part
of the Ohio Guardsmen to shoot
students? - did Terrence Norman, an acknowledged former
FBI informer posing as a photographer the day of the incident, fire a pistol preceding the
Guard fusillade, hitting a student
and possibly triggering the
Guardsmen?
At the time of the shooting the
Guardsmen were described as
being under attack by a "mob"
of students who had "bit . . .
practically all of the Guardsmen
. . . with missiles of various
kinds." Canterbury concluded,
"In view of the extreme danger
to the troops at this point, they
were justified in firing."
Photographs and witnesses of
the incident, however, indicate
the Guard had already dispersed
the crowd and established a clear
exit for them selves. Additionally,
only one Guardsman required any
kind of medical attention and a
number of Guardsmen were so
unconcerned that they had turned
their backs on the students at the
time of the firings. Of the students wounded, the closest to the
Guard was 71 feet away when hit
and the closest student killed was
265 feet away.
Arguments that Guardsmen engaged in a conspiracy to open fire
moments before the shooting began are based on reports that
Guardsmen were seen to have
grouped briefly at the bottom of a
hill, marched to its top, turned
almost in unison and began firing \ Guard sergeant was photographed giving a gesture which
corresponds to a Guard hand signal for an order to fire only a
moment before his men turned
and opened fire.
Other allegations concern the

possibility of Norman firing a
shot later described as "sniper
fire." Norman is quoted in a letter from an Ohio Guard commander to Senator Birch Bayh(DInd.) as having told police, "I
think I shot one of the students."
A Little Rock, AK newsman saw
Norman's gun turned over to a
campus detective who opened the
chamber and reportedly said,
"My God, he fired four shots.
What the hell do we do now?"
Norman, introduced that day by
a Kent State campus police officer to the National Guard public
information officer on the scene
as "under contract for the FBI,"
was allegedly issued press credentials to photograph the demonstration for later prosecutions.
The FBI report of the incident
said Norman's gun had not been
fired.
A team of Justice Department
lawyers, headed by Robert Murphy, urged then Attorney General
John Mitchell to authorize a grand
jury investigation on the basis
of the original FBI report. Both
Mitchell and his successor,
Richard Kleindienst, refused to
order grand juries. The 8,000
page FBI document is said to be
secreted awav under a security
classification in the National Archives,
As recently as May 25 of this
year Leonard Garment, Special
Counsel to the President, wrote,
"If a Grand Jury were convened
it would bring no indictments, or
bring indictments which would
only result in acquittal.''
Efforts to reopen the investigation include:
— a petition campaign to the
President bearing 50,000 signatures.
— a suit involving parents of
the slain students, two of the
wounded students and a member
of the President's Commission
on Campus Unrest.
— a recently released book by
Peter Da vies entitled THE
TRUTH ABOUT KENT STATE.
— a study by the Board of Church
and Society of the United Methodist Church.
A crucial issue in the suit to
compel a grand jury investigation
is closely related to an issue involved in the current litigation

over the President's Watergate
recordings. In both cases the administration is claiming power
to control the investigative powers of grand juries. The Kent
State plaintiffs, following this
reasoning, filed a "friend of the
court" brief in support ofSpecial
Prosecutor Archibald Cos and the
grand jury in the Watergate tapes
case.
It's been suggested that attacks
on the Justice Department's
handling of the Watergate conspiracies plus a rash of allegedly "political" trials instigated
by the government during the
Nixon administration have contributed to Richardson's decision
to overrule his predecessors.
The renewed investigation does
not necessarily dictate the calling of a grand jury, however, the
fact that the new investigation
is being entrusted to Robert Murphy, whose team of lawyers recommended a grand jury three
years ago indicates it is now a
a real possibility.
The over three years of legal
complexity and bureaucracy added new irony to the declaration
of Brigadier General Canterbury
on the morning of the shooting,
"These students are going to
have to find out what law and order is all about."

Letters To The Editor
(Continued from Page 2)
opinions as well. It would be of
benefit to the boards to involve
other s'udents in programs such
as this to make other students
more aware of the functions they
serve, and perhaps they would
become more active in student
government. Many students feel
"shut out" now because it is
always the same students who
"do it all."
It may be too late to consider
it thk; year, but it is about
time other students were givsn
chances such as this. The administration personnel should
have the opportunity to meet
as many students as possible in
an experience such as this. Sogo ahead and shut your eyes to
this letter, but FACF IT - it is
the "chosen few" that do it all,
and it is about time it stopped!
Name Withheld By Request
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Administration Supplies Answers
To Vending Maehine Questions
(Continued from Page 1)
cannot afford to pay for these
chines were installed, each dor- machines and the salary of somemitory would receive one which one to service them. Change may
would be 12 locations. Each ma- be obtained now in the Informachine costs $1,000 and would have tion Office and in the Office of
to contain $200 in change. These the Director of Lankford Buildmachines would have to be pur- ing. The Administaration is open
chased by the college and an
to constructive suggestions.
amount of $14,400 would be inSuggestions are welcome concorporated into students' fees cerning the different types of main order to pay for the change chines located on campus and the
machines. Experience shows that ways in which the vending mathe machines are operable only chines could be relocated and
50% of the time and an experi- give the college its greatest reenced serviceman would have to turn. The college receives 10%
come from Richmond or one of the $50,000sales and this
would have to be hired by the
amount is used for the students
college. The administration feels in some manner. The machines
that the college and its students are installed to aid the students.

